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ON PSEUDO-UMBILICAL SURFACES IMMERSED
IN A EUCLIDEAN m-SPACE E'"

YONG-TAll: SHIN AND YONG-Soo Pvo

1. Iatrotlaetioa

In the study of a surface M immersed in a Euclidean m-space Em.

the total mean curvature f AIa! dv has played a very importment r6le,

where a is the lenth of the mean curvature vector and dv is the volume
element of M. It is known to be conformal invariant ([3]) and also to
be spectral invariant ([9]). Besides, for a compact surface M immersed
in Em the inequality

(1.1)

is proved in [IO] and later the inequality has been generalized for any
n-dimensional compact submanifold M immersed in Em by

(1. 2)

where C. is the volume of the unit n-sphere S· ([1, I]).
If the compact surface M is specialized as pseudo-umbilical with

nonnegative Gauss curvature, then M is more restricted as being
homeomorphic to a 2-sphere with an upper bound condition ([5])
indicated by

(1. 3) f Jla2dv~ (2+x)'I:.

A pseudo-umbilical surface M immersed in Em is defined by the
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equation

(1. 4)
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(h(X, Y), H>=p(X, Y>

holding for all tangent vector fields X, Yand for some function f-I on
M, where h is the second fundamental form and H is the mean curvature
vector of M.

We shall study in the paper some properties of a pseudo-umbilical
surface M immersed in Em through the notion of parallel mean curvature
vector in its normal bundle by Theorem 1, and prove Theorem 2

(1. 5)

for a compact pseudo-umbilical surface immersed in Em, where r:(M) is
the total absolute curvature and X(M) is the Euler characteristic of M.
The equality sign of (1. 5) holds when and only when m=3 or .("'-2=0
if m~4.

2. Compact surfaces with parallel mean curvature vector in a
Euclidean space

Let M be a non-minimal surface in a Euclidean space Em of dimension
m. We choose a local field of orthonormal frames eh e2, ~3' ~4, ••• , ~'" in
Era such that, restricted to M, the vectors eh e2, are tangent to M (and,
consequently, the remaining vectors ~3' ~4' ••• , ~ra are normal to M).

We shall make use the following convention on the ranges of indices:

1~i, j, k, l, ... ;;;i2; 3;;;ir, S, t, ... ~m;

unless otherwise stated.
In terms of canonical forms W; and the connection forms W;j, the

structure equations on the surface M are given as follows:

dw;=IW;j!\wj, W;j +CI.Ij;= 0,

dW;j= IW;k!\Wkj+[}jj, [}/j= ~ IR/jklCl.lk!\Wl,

where [}/j (resp. R/jkD denotes the curvature form (resp. the curvature
tensor) on the surface M. Since w,=O, by Cartan's lemma, we may
write

(2.1)
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Thus we have

R;jkl=I (hi/'h j{ -h;{hj{).

Moreover, M being 2-dimensional, the curvature tensor of M can be
expressed by

R;jkl= k(oi/a jk - O;kOjl),

where k denotes the sectional curvature of the surface M and O;j is the
Kronecker delta. Hence the Ricci tensor R;j, and the scalar curvature
R are given by

(2.2)

(2.3)

R;j= ~ RO;j=Ih'hij'-Ih;{hj{,

R=2k=I(h') 2 - I (h;/) 2,

where h'=Ih;{.
From now on, we shall use the summation convention for the dummy

indices.
We take exterior differentiation of (2. 1) and define hijk' by

(2.4)

Then hij{ is the covariant derivative of h;/ (i.e., f7kh;/=h;j{) and we
have h;jk'=h;k/ ([2J).

Suppose that the mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal
bundle. Then we can take h'=O for r=4, 5, ... , m. And we also obtain

(2.5)

Thus

Rij,.h'= (h;{hjI3_hj{h;l)h3=O.

Since M is a non-minimal surface, h3=j:.O. Therefore

(2.6)

The covariant derivativ~ of (2. 6) gives

(2. 7)
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(2.8)
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And, if we take skew symmetric part of (2.8) with respect to i and k,
then

(2.9)

Furthermore, by (2. 7), we obtain

hilkrhjkmShj,ahi,.r+hj/kShjk",Shilrhi",r-hj/{hjkmshilshi,,:

-hi/kshjkmShj{hi",r=o.

Since, by (2.6) and (2.9),

hj/{hjkmShi/3hi",r=hj/{hjk...3hi{hi...S

=hjk...Shi",S[hk{hi//- ~ (R,)5i j-Riojk)],

hmShjkmShj{hi ...
r - hj/kShjA...shi{himr

=hi/{hjk...shj/Shi...r- hj/krhjkmshi/shimr

= ~hjkm3him3R,)5ij- ~hjkmShi...SRiOjk

- 1 R h Sh s_ 1 R z.-z k imk i... -4 M'k,

where ss=L:(hi/)2 and hk=f7kSS. Hence we have
i,i

Suppose that Ss is constant. Then we have

h ilk3h j{ -hj/k3h i{=0 for all i, i, k and r.

Hence hilkShj/s-hj/kShi=O. Therefore

(2.10)

On the other hand,

hijkS=O for all i,i and k (see [7J).

(2.ll) i1hi/=Rikh j{ - Rkij/hk{

1 Rh 1 .=2 i/-ZR(Ok/Oij-OkjOi/)hk{

= ~ R(2hi/-hroij),
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where L1 denotes the Laplacian on M. Since L1h i /=O,

(2.12)

If R:;tO, then hU3=h223 and h123=h213=O. Hence M is a pseudo-umbilical
surface, since hr=O for r=4, 5, "', m.

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a non-minimal surface in a Euclidean m-space
Em satisfying

(l) mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle, and
(2) S3 =:E (h i/) 2 is constant.

i, j

Then we have the scalar curvature R=O or M is pseudo-umbilical.

CoROLLARY. If M is a compact surface in Em satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 1, then M is a flat or minimal surface in a hypersphere of
Em. In addition, if M has nonnegative scalar curvature, then the second
fundamental forms are parallel.

Proof. Since the Gauss curvature G is given by

(2. 13)

G=O if R=O. Hence M is a flat surface.
Let R:;tO. Then M is a pseudo-umbilical surface such that the mean

curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle.
Therefore M is a minimal surface in a hypersphere of Em ([12J).

Let sr=:E (h i/)
2 for r=4, 5, "', m. Then, by (2.11),

i, j

L1sr=2:Eh i / L1h;/+22: (v.h;/) 2

i,i i,i,k

=2R2: (hi/)2+2:E (hij{) 2.
i,i i,i,k

Suppose that M is a compact surface with nonnegative scalar curvature.
Since L1sr;;;;;O, by the Stoke's theorem, L1sr=O.
Hence hij{=O for all i, j, k and r>4.
Thus, by (2.10), the second fundamental forms are parallel.

3. Pseudo-umbilical surfaces in a Euclidean space

Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in Em. Then we can
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choose a local field of orthonormal frame eb e2, ';3, ••• ,';", defined along
M such that eb e2 are tangent, ~3, ';4, ... ,';", are normal to M and the
Lipschitz-Killing curvature K (p,.;) is given by

(3.0 K(p, ';)=IAr_2(p)COS2(Jr, Al~A2~···~..'l"'_2

for a unit normal vector ~=Icos (}~r at p in M, where ..'lr_2=det(hi /),

r=3,4, ' .. , m.
Since M is a pseudo-umbilical surface, if we take ~3 in the direction

of the mean curvature vector, then

where a is the length of the mean curvature vector at p ([5J).
For pseudo-umbilical surfaces, we shall choose a local field of

orthonormal frame satisfying the above conditions.

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in E'"
Then we have

where 7: (M) is the total absolute curvature of M, Cm _ 1 is the volume of
the unit (m-O -sphere and X(M) is the Euler characteristic of M. The
equality sign holds when and only when m=3 or A",_2=0 if m~4.

Proof. Let SI' be the unit (m-3)-sphere of all unit normal vectors at
p in M and dl1 the volume element of SI'. Since

IK(p,~) I= IIAr_2COS2(}r I~AICOS283- L:Ar_2COs2(}r,
r=4

f IK(p,.;) Idl1~a2f COS2(J~I1-2:Ar-2f cos28,da
~ ~ =4 ~

=2a2 C",_l _ C"'_l G
27t' 27t"

by spherical integration. Hence the total absolute curvature 7: (M) of
M is given by
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If the equality sign holds and m~4, then \l'Ar_2cOS28r\ =A.ICOS283- 2::Ar_2
r=4

cos28r. Thus Al=O or A2=A3=···=A"'_2=0. Since there does not exist a
compact minimal submanifold in a Euclidean space ([l1J), Al=a2*O.
Hence

A2=A.3=···=A.m_2=0.

The converse of this is trivial, since O~A2~ •.. ~A"'_2.

THEOREM 3. Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in Em with
.("'_2=0. Then M is a 2-sphere of a 3-dimensionallinear subspace of E"'.

Proof. Since 0~ A2~ ••• ~ A"'_2'

Hence G=A.l =a2 and the total absolute curvature T(M) of M is given
by

1:(M)=f (f IK(p,~)lda)dv
M Sp

= f Al cf cos283da)dv
M Sp

= C2';1 f MG dv=Cm_ 1x(M)

by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Let f3(M) be the sum of the betti numbers
of M. Since 1:(M) ~C",_d3(M) ([6,IJ) and x(M) ~fi(M), X(M) =
fi(M) =2. Therefore

f Ma2dv = f MG dv=2lt'X(M)=4n.

Hence M is an ordinary 2-sphere ([1, IJ).

THEOREM 4. Let M be a compact pseudo-umbilical surface in Em.
Then we have
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The equality sign holds when and only when M is a 2-sphere of a 3
dimensional linear subspace of Em, in this case, hi/=O for all i, j and
r;;;;4.

Proof. By (2.3) and (3.2), the scalar curvature R is given by

111

R=4a2-2(hi /)2=2a2- I.:: I.:: (hij') 2.
i,l ,=4

And, by (2.13) and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, we obtain

JMR dv=4xX(M).

Hence

13 ,~fM(hi /)Zdv;;;;S7l:-4xX(M)=47l:(2-X(M)).

If the equality sign holds, then f Ma 2dv = 47l:. Therefore M is an ordin

ary 2-sphere. In this case, I.:: i:f (hi /) 2dv= 0, since X(M) =2. Thus
1,1 .=4 M

hij'=O for all i, j and r;;;;4.
The converse of this is trivial.
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